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Abstract-If the collection of all real-valued functions defined on a finite partially ordered set S 
of n elements is identified in the natural way with Rn, it is obvious that the subset of functions 
that are isotone or order preserving with respect to the given partial order constitutes a closed, 
convex, polyhedral cone K in R”. The dual cone K’ of K is the set of all linear functionals that are 
nonpositive on K. This article identifies the important geometric properties of K, and characterizes a 
nonredundant set of defining equations and inequalities for K* in terms of a special class of partitions 
of S into upper and lower sets. These defining constraints immediately imply a set of extreme rays 
spanning K and K’. One of the characterizations of K’ involves feasibility conditions on flows in 
a network. These conditions are also used as a tool in analysis. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S= {sl,sz,... , s,} be a finite partially ordered set with order I’. A partial order on S is a 
reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric relation on S [l]. One may identify a function z defined 
on S with an element of Rn and write x = (x1, x2,. . . , xn), where ZQ = x(si). Consequently, Rn 
will be used to denote the set of all functions on S. The standard notation x* will be used to 
denote a linear functional on Rn [2]. Again, x* may be identified with an element, (x;, z;, . . . , z;) 
of Rn by the relation x*(x) = (x*,x) = {c zrxi : 1 5 i 5 n}, for all z E R", where (., .) is 
the inner product. An element x E Rn is said to be isotone or order preserving if z(s~) I x(sj) 
whenever si 5’ sj [l]. Let K denote the set of all isotone functions on S. Clearly, K is a closed 
convex cone. The dual, conjugate, or polar cone K* of K is defined to be all the linear functionals 
which are nonpositive on K, i.e., K* = {x* : (x*, x) 5 0 for all x E K} [2,3]. Clearly, K* is a 
closed convex cone. This cone plays an important role in approximation theory. See [4,5] and 
other references therein. 
In Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we characterize the extreme rays and a set of nonredundant defining 
inequalities of K* in terms of the structure of the se-called cover graph or network of S. By basic 
results on duality of finite-dimensional convex polyhedral cones, this immediately determines the 
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essential defining inequalities and a set of extreme rays of K itself. These and other geometric 
properties of K are summarized in Theorem ?..3. One of the characterizations of K’ involves 
feasibility conditions on flows in the cover graph [6,7]. These conditions are also used as a tool in 
analysis. To further illustrate Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we also include Proposition 2.2 covering the 
simple case of total order. Our interest in the structure of K and K* arose in connection with 
problems in the theory of optimal approximation of members of finite- and infinitedimensional 
function spaces by isotone and monotone functions. See for instance [5,8-lo] and other references 
therein. 
With any finite partially ordered set S, there is traditionally associated a directed graph or 
network G = G(S), called the cover graph of S. The nodes of G are the elements of S, or 
equivalently, the indices N = {1,2,. . . , n} with i 5’ j considered equivalent to si 5’ sj. The 
set of directed arcs A of G are all pairs (i, j) of N x N satisfying the cover relation: i <’ j but 
no k in N satisfies i <’ lc <’ j. Here i <’ j means i I’ j and i # j. Prom the transitivity of 
I’, it follows that (i, j) is redundant if it does not satisfy the cover relation. Now we define a 
linear functional x~j for (i,j) E A by Xct = (0,. . . ,O, l,O,. . . ,O, -l,O, 0), where there is 1 in the 
ith position and -1 in the jth position. Then, 
K = {x E Rn : (xt,x) < 0 for all (i,j) E A}. (l-1) 
Clearly, K is a convex polyhedral cone. In particular, {zt : (i, j) E A} determine a set of at 
most n(n - 1)/2 closed half-spaces whose intersection is K. It will be seen in Section 2 that {xt} 
are indeed the extreme rays of K*. A subset T of S is called an upper set (lower set) if every 
element of S that succeeds (precedes) any element of T is also in T. Clearly, S is both an upper 
and lower set. A subset C of S is called a component of S if it is a minimal nonempty subset 
that is both an upper and a lower set. S will be called connected if it has exactly one component. 
An upper set T of S will be called regular if 
(i) it is contained entirely in one component, say C of S and 
(ii) both T and C \ T, considered as partially ordered sets with the order induced by 5’ are 
nonempty and connected. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we present three characterizations of K*. We also present geometric properties 
of K, and apply the results to the totally ordered case. We denote the cover graph G with its 
arcs A by (G, A). In one characterization of K*, we use a well-known feasibility theorem from 
networks which gives conditions for the existence of flows in arcs A to satisfy the given set of 
supplies and demands at the nodes N of (G, A). We denote by XT, the indicator or characteristic 
function of T c S. 
THEOREM 2.1. The conjugate cone K* of K is given by any of the following three equivalent 
conditions. 
(i) K’ consists of all x* which can be written as a nonnegative weighted sum 
X* = {C Aijxlj : (i,j) E A} 7 Xij 2 0. (2.1) 
(ii) K* consists of all x* satisfying the conditions, 
(x*, xc) = 0, for every component C of S, (2.2) 
(x*, XT) 5 0, for every regular upper set T of S. (2.3) 
(iii) K’ consists of all x* such that the network (G, A) has nonnegative feasible flows Xij for 
all arcs (i, j) in A when the supply or demand at the nodes i in N is (x*, xi), where xi 
stands for x(i), the indicator function of the singleton set {i}. (If (x*,xi) > 0, it is a 
supply, and if (x*, xi) < 0 it is a demand.) 
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That is, the following network constraints have a solution Xij >_ 0, for all (i, j) E A. 
{C Xij : all j with (i, j) E A} - {C Xji : all j with (j, i) E A} = (x*, xi) , i E N. (2.4) 
Moreover, none of the spanning vectors (xtj : (i, j) E A} in (i) and none of the constraints (2.2) 
and (2.3) in (ii) can be omitted. A necessary and sufficient set of conditions for the existence of 
feasible flows in the network in (iii) axe (2.2) above and (2.5) below. 
(x*, XT) 5 0, for every upper set T of S. (2.5) I 
We will need the following lemmas to prove the above theorem. 
LEMMA 2.1. An x* satisfies (2.2) and (2.3) if and only if it satisfies (2.2) and (2.5). 
PROOF. We will assume that an x* satisfies (2.2) and (2.3) and show that it satisfies (2.2) 
and (2.5). This will establish the assertion. Let T be an upper set of S. First suppose that T 
is connected. If T equals the component C of S which contains it, or if T is regular, then (2.2) 
and (2.5) are identical with (2.2) and (2.3). Thus, we may assume that C \ T, considered 
as a partially ordered set, is the union of two or more components, VI, VZ, . . . , Vk. Since C is 
connected, it follows that each set Vi = C\Vi is a regular upper set, and hence, by (2.2) and (2.3), 
(z*,xc) = 0 and (x*, xvi) I 0. Consequently, (z*, xv-,) = (x*, xc) - (z*,x~~) 2 0. It follows 
that (x*,XT) = (z*, XC) - xi (z*,xv*) 5 0. Thus, (2.5) holds for connected upper sets. Finally, 
suppose that T is any upper set. Then (2.5) holds by summation over all connected components 
of T. I 
The proof of the next lemma is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let T be any connected subset of S. Let x be an isotone function on S such 
that s,t E S and s I’ t implies that x(s) = x(t). Then x is constant on T. I 
We now establish Theorem 2.1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Part (i) follows immediately from the basic theory of convex polyhe- 
dral cones and description (1.1) of K in terms of X~j. For example, use j3, p. 55, equation (2.8.4)]. 
To show Part (ii), we note that if C is a component and T an upper set of S then XC, -XC, XT 
are all isotone. Hence, if x* E K*, then (x*, xc) 5 0, (x*, -xc) 5 0, (x*, XT) 5 0, which 
gives (2.2) and (2.5). Conversely, assume that (2.2) and (2.5) hold for an z* and that x is any 
isotone function with its range having values r-0 < ~1 < . - * < I-,. Then (x* , xs) = 0 holds by 
summation of (2.2) over all components of S. Define Ti = {sj E S : xj 2 vi}. Then Ti are upper 
sets with TO = S. Clearly, x = {C (ri - ri-1)~~~. : 0 5 i I m}, where r-1 = 0. Consequently, 
(X*,X) = {C (Ti - ri_i)(x*, XT,) : 0 2 i 5 m} 5 0. Now Lemma 2.1 completes the proof of 
Part (ii). 
We now prove Part (iii). We show that (2.1) and (2.4) are equivalent. Indeed, if (2.1) holds 
for some Xij, then, evaluating x* at xi, we have, (x*, xi) = {C X,(xij, xi) : (i, j) E A}. This, on 
substitution for xt, gives (2.4) showing that (2.4) is feasible. On the other hand, if (2.4) is feasible 
for some Xij, then, since any x = (xi, x2,. . . ,x,) may be written as x = C {z&i : 1 5 i 5 n}, 
we multiply both sides of (2.4) by xi and sum over i to obtain (2.1). This completes the proof of 
Part (iii). 
Now we prove the last two statements of the theorem. For the assertion regarding Part (i), 
it suffices to prove that no x& can be expressed as a nonnegative combination of the remaining 
vectors {xt : (i, j) E A’}, where A’ = A \ (p, q). Suppose to the contrary that 
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Then, as in the proof of Part (ii), we evaluate z&,(xi) for each i to obtain, 
{c Xij : all j with (i, j) E A’} - {c Xji : all j with (j, i) E A’} = +I, if i = p, 
= 0, if i # P, 9, 
ZZ -1, ifi=q. 
These are the constraints for the network (N,A’) with a supply and demand of one unit at 
nodes p and q, respectively. We show that they are infeasible by applying the well-known network 
feasibility conditions [6, Theorem 6.12; 7, Theorem 2.111. These conditions state that for any 
set of nodes T, the total supply minus the total demand for nodes in T cannot exceed the sum 
of the capacities of arcs leading out of T. Since the capacities of the arcs are infinite (no upper 
bounds on flows X,j), these conditions are trivially met if there is an arc leading out of T. Hence, 
leb- us consider the case when no such arcs exist, i.e., when T is an upper set. The sum of the 
capacities of the arcs leading out of T is then zero. Consider the upper set T = {i E N : p 5’ i} 
in (N, A’). Clearly, q @ T. The net supply in T is one unit at p and the total capacity of the arcs 
leading out of T is zero because there are no such arcs. Hence, the network feasibility conditions 
are violated. We conclude that x& cannot be expressed in terms of the remaining XC;. Now, for 
the assertion regarding Part (ii), it suffices to show, as before, that no indicator function XQ, 
where Q is either a component of S or a regular upper set, can be written as a weighted sum, 
(2.6) 
C R 
where the sums are, respectively, over the components and regular upper sets of S distinct from Q. 
Note that PC can have any value, positive, negative or zero, in (2.6). Consider the case when Q is 
a regular upper set and let D be the component of S containing Q. The functions ~CXC and XRXR 
on the right side of (2.6) are isotone. Let s, t E Q and s I’ t. Then, pcxc(s) = pcxc(t) because 
both s, t are in D, and are not in any component c # D. Also, XRXR(S) < XRXR(t). But, on 
the left side of (2.6), we have XQ(s) = XQ(t). It follows that XRXR(S) = XRXR(t) for all Ron the 
right side of (2.6). Now, since Q is connected, Lemma 2.2 shows us that ~CXC and XRXR are all 
constant on Q. Again, applying a similar argument, since D \ Q is connected, ~CXC and XRXR 
are all constant on D \ Q. The contradiction is evident. The proof for the case when Q is a 
component is similar. 
Now we derive (2.2) and (2.5) as network feasibility conditions. Adding (2.4) for all i in a 
component C of S, we find that the left side adds to 0 and the right side to (x*, xc), giving (2.2). 
Now adding (2.2) over all components C of S, we obtain (x*, xs) = 0. As explained above, we 
apply the network conditions to the upper sets T. The total supply minus the total demand-for T 
equals C i(x*, xi) : i E T} = (x*, XT), and, for feasibility, this does not exceed 0, the sum of 
the capacities of the arcs leading out of T. This gives (2.5). These conditions, of course, follow 
alternately from (2.2) and (2.3) by Lemma 2.1. I 
Let M c Rn be a convex cone. The lineality space L(M) is the largest linear subspace of R” 
which is contained in M. It is given by L(M) = Mfl( -M). A4 is called pointed if Mn( -M) = (0) 
[3]. The proof of the next proposition is left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M c Rn be a pointed convex polyhedral cone generated by nonnegative 
combinations of the vectors in a finite set 2’. If Z is nonredundant, i.e., M cannot be generated 
if any vectors in Z are omitted, then each vector in Z is an extreme ray of M. I 
THEOREM 2.2. K* is a closed convex pointed polyhedral cone generated by its extreme rays 
{x& : (i, j) E A}. 
PROOF. Clearly, K is of full dimension n in R”. Hence, if x* E K* n (-K*), then (x*,x) = 0 
for all x in K. Thus, x* = O*, the zero functional, and K* is pointed. By Theorem 2.1, 
{z+} generate K and none of these vectors are redundant, hence, the conclusion follows by 
Proposition 2.1. I 
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THEOREM 2.3. K is a closed convex polyhedral cone of full dimension n in Rn. Each of the 
defining inequalities of K in {x:~ : (i,j) E A} is essential, specifically each determines a face of K 
of dimension n - 1. K is generated by linear combinations of xc and nonnegative combinations 
of XT for all components C and all regular upper sets T of S. These generators are nom-edundant. 
If S is connected, then the lineality space L = L(K) is spanned linearly by the single vector 
(l,l,..., l), and the extreme rays of the closed pointed convex polyhedral cone K’ = K II Ll 
axe in natural one-to-one correspondence with the regular upper sets of S: to each regular upper 
set T corresponds the ray generated by the projection into L ’ of the characteristic function XT. 
In particular, if n = 1, then K = L(K) and K’ = (0). If S has two or more components, say 
G,C2,..., C,, then K is the vector sum (= set product) of orthogonal cones K1 , K2, . , . , Km, 
where Ki is the cone of functions isotone on Ci and zero on all other components, L(K) = 
L(KI) + L(K2) +a.. +L(K,), K’=K;+K;+... + Kk, and the set of extreme rays of K’ is 
the disjoint union of the sets of extreme rays of Ki , Ki, . . . , K&. 
PROOF. To show that K is generated by combinations of XC and XT as stated, we apply [3, p. 
55, equation (2.8.4)] to Theorem 2.l(ii) or work directly using a representation for an isotone 
function as in the proof of Theorem 2.l(ii). By [3, p. 60, Theorem (2.10.5)], K’ is pointed. If S 
is connected and P is the projection into L *, then P(xc) = 0. Also, nonnegative combinations 
of the isotone functions P(xT), where T are regular upper sets, generate K’. It is easy to show 
that {P(xT)} is nonredundant, and hence, Proposition 2.1 applies. The rest of the statements 
are easy to verify. I 
The next proposition follows from the previous results and some simple arguments. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Lets = {sl,s2, . . . . sn} be totally ordered by 5’ with si 5’ sj if and only if 
i 5 j. Then K = {CC : As 5 0) and K* = {z* : Bz* < 0, xi Z; = 0}, where A = (aij) and 
B = (bij) are (n - 1) x n matrices defined by aij = 1, if j = i, -1, if j = i + 1 and 0, otherwise, 
and bij = 0, for all j 5 i, and 1, for all j > i. These matrices satisfy the identities ABT = --I,_1 
and A(l, 1,. . . ,1) = 0. I 
1. 
2. 
3. 
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